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This is the 10th anniversary edition of
"Transformational and Charismatic
Leadership: The Road Ahead." In the
current compendium, we seek to update the
theoretical and empirical work and
professional practice issues associated
with transformational and charismatic
leadership that have transpired over the
past decade. To accomplish this purpose,
we asked authors from the original volume
to provide an addendum to their original
chapters updating what has occurred in
their work realm over the last 10 years
and what still needs to be done. In this
way, we chose to leave the original
"classic" chapters intact, while getting
targeted updates to the work in each
chapter. The author-teams highlight past
work and offer new research ideas,
insights, and directions for future work
in their new contributions. In addition,
we discuss these author-team
contributions, take stock to date of the
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made in the original volume on future
trends in leadership research and
practice, take stock of the issues raised
about what is missing from this leadership
realm, and provide our views of new
directions for theory, research and
practice on transformational and
charismatic leadership. In this way, we
hope to participate in re-setting the
stage for the next decade of theory and
research on transformational and
charismatic leadership.
This book focuses on various aspects of
persuasion in social movements & includes
topics that explore the characteristics of
social movements; their sources of
leadership; the strategies social
movements employ to attain legitimacy;
strategies of narrative vision &
transcendence.
"Dorothy Day died recently in New York
City. With her death, the Catholic Worker
Movement lost the last of its founders and
leaders. In this insightful and welldocumented study, Aronica answers the
question whether and how the Movement has
survived beyond the founders. Starting
from the notion of charismatic leadership,
the author converts the Catholic Worker
Movement into a test case for the
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Through participant observation, Aronica
uncovers and explains the system of power
and authority, the process of
incorporation and the services provided to
the poor by the Catholic Worker Movement.
The Movement's paper, the Catholic Worker,
was used to help provide a typology of
membership categories. The book is more
than a study in the transformation of
charismatic leadership; it is also a study
of the place of radical social thought
within American Catholicism. Aronica shows
the problems that the church structure has
with grass-roots activities. She also
illustrates the difficulty that a grassroots organization has in transforming
itself into a functioning bureaucracy. The
book adds a new organizational dimension
to the growing number of books on social
movements. It is well suited for an
audience interested in the sociology of
religion and for those concerned with a
fruitful application of modern
ethnographic research to classical
frameworks."--Provided by publisher.
The Blackwell Companion to Social
Movements is a compilation of original,
state-of-the-art essays by internationally
recognized scholars on an array of topics
in the field of social movement studies.
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Covers a wide array of topics in the field
of social movement studies Features a
valuable introduction by the editors which
maps the field, and helps situate the
study of social movements within other
disciplines Includes coverage of
historical, political, and cultural
contexts; leadership; organizational
dynamics; social networks and
participation; consequences and outcomes;
and case studies of major social movements
Offers the most comprehensive discussion
of social movements available
The Charismatic Leadership Phenomenon in
Radical and Militant Islamism
Social Movements
Charismatic Leadership in Singapore
Sociological Perspectives
The role of charisma in the global
financial crisis
Offering insights into the origins, successes, and threats to
revolutionary constitutionalism, Bruce Ackerman takes us
to India, South Africa, Italy, France, Poland, Burma,
Israel, Iran, and the U.S. and provides a blow-by-blow
account of the tribulations that confronted popular
movements in their insurgent campaigns for constitutional
democracy.
This volume explores the nature of charisma as it accounts
for the success of leaders. Charisma is deconstructed and
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leaders in Singapore. Cultural issues are discussed and
leadership qualities in general are explored.
A compelling and readable narrative history, How Long?
How Long? presents both a rethinking of social movement
theory and a controversial thesis: that chroniclers have
egregiously neglected the most important leaders of the
Civil Rights movement, African-American women, in favor
of higher-profile African-American men and white women.
Author Belinda Robnett argues that the diversity of
experiences of the African-American women organizers
has been underemphasized in favor of monolithic
treatments of their femaleness and blackness. Drawing
heavily on interviews with actual participants in the
American Civil Rights movement, this work retells the
movement as seen through the eyes and spoken through
the voices of African-American women participants. It is
the first book to provide an analysis of race, class, gender,
and culture as substructures that shaped the organization
and outcome of the movement. Robnett examines the
differences among women participants in the movement
and offers the first cohesive analysis of the gendered
relations and interactions among its black activists, thus
demonstrating that femaleness and blackness cannot be
viewed as sufficient signifiers for movement experience
and individual identity. Finally, this book makes a
significant contribution to social movement theory by
providing a crucial understanding of the continuity and
complexity of social movements, clarifying the need for
different layers of leadership that come to satisfy different
movement needs. An engaging narrative history as well as
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theory, How Long? How Long? will appeal to students and
scholars of social activism, women's studies, American
history, and African-American studies, and to general
readers interested in the perennially fascinating story of
the American Civil Rights movement.
"[This book] offers a comprehensive review of the new
approaches to leadership research. . . . What becomes clear
from this book is that the kind of leadership research that
emerged in the 1980s is still in an infant stage and that
there are a lot of issues that require further attention. By
exploring the ambiguities, inconsistencies or matters that
require clarification, Bryman succeeds in writing a
valuable contribution to understanding new approaches to
leadership. . . . This book is recommended reading for any
scholar in the field of leadership." --Organization Studies
"The sheer breadth of the text means that it is a book one
will return to recurrently. . . . Bryman's text proves a
useful way of sociologically connecting some more
influential recent approaches in the management field with
traditions of serious scholarship that have slightly longer
legs than the latest business school fad. . . . The book offers
many excellent examples and discussions of identities
which might be considered to be charismatic, from
religion, social movements, politics, and organizational life
in business. . . . The book is a useful and timely
contribution to the sociology of organizations and
management. . . . It redefines a field of analysis in ways
that are provocative and may be important. . . . The book
is to be recommended." --Sociology "Charisma and
Leadership in Organizations is an excellent book. The
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theory and exemplification just right. Indeed, some of the
cases drawn on to illuminate the arguments are fascinating
as well as diverse --Gladstone, Hitler, and Tony Benn are
to be found here as well as the Jehovah's Witnesses,
theReverend Moon and the film directory Michael Cimino.
. . . Perhaps the beauty of this text from the point of view of
both author and publisher is that it could have very wide
uses: not only the business undergraduate and MBA
market but also sociologists and other social science
students as well as, of course, their lecturers. Certainly,
Bryman's book is the kind of text that could lead you
unhesitatingly to constructing an option on leadership and
charisma, or to dwelling at length upon these topics within
a more general course. Within business studies and
organisational behavior courses it is to be hoped that
Charisma and Leadership comes to be seen as more than
just another specialist text." --The Service Industries
Journal "Alan Bryman . . . has extended our
understanding of this subject through his latest book. . . .
The use of vignettes located within several chapters
illustrated and clarified many of Bryman's major points.
Moreover, the integration and reference to leadership
theories presented in the early chapters connected major
ideas presented by either supporting or refuting them. I
also found the brief summaries at the end of each chapter
to be helpful. . . . Bryman clearly and simply removes the
cloud that often surrounds charisma and leadership. He
enunciates his presentation concisely and enables readers
to easily assess the strengths and weaknesses of the New
Leadership. From a theoretical perspective, I think it is
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this book to those interested in expanding their knowledge
about an exciting area within the leadership domain."
--Business Horizons "The author provides a detailed
review of the literature associated withthe concept of 'New
Leadership, ' together with some ideas of his own on a
fascinating subject." --Long Range Planning "The author
has thoroughly researched the topic of charisma and its
effect on leadership. . . . We desperately need the 'new
leaders' he describes." --Henry F. Houser, Professor of
Management, Auburn University at Montgomery How do
executives like Lee Iacocca and Steve Jobs consistently
reap excellent job performance, loyalty, and praise from
employees? In recent years, researchers and practitioners
concerned with the effective functioning of organizations
have scrutinized this subject carefully. In Charisma and
Leadership in Organizations, Alan Bryman explores the
nature of these charismatic qualities by questioning the
differences between management and leadership, the role
of vision, and the nature of transformational leadership.
By examining the vanguards of contemporary business and
by drawing examples from the lives of holy men of late
antiquity, Sufi saints, nineteenth century millenarian
chiefs, and political figures like Nkrumah and Gladstone,
Bryman brings a fresh perspective to the discussion of
charismatic leadership. Most notably, he specifically and
emphatically rejects the notion that charisma is a mystical
quality that denotes personal magnetism. Finally, Bryman
discusses the nature of charisma in relation to the 'New
Leadership' school of thought. Intended for students,
academics and professionals in management and
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science students, Charisma and Leadership in
Organizations is a timely work that provides a much
needed critical review of current leadership literature.
Critical and Philosophical Reflections
Routledge International Handbook of Charisma
Encyclopedia of Group Processes and Intergroup Relations
Social Psychology
Charisma, History, and Social Structure
Addresses the key features of new religions, such as
Scientology, the Moonies and Jihadist movements,
from a systematic, comparative perspective.
This new collection of essays looks at Max Weber's
concept of the charismatic leader and the role and
significance of charismatic leadership in relation to
structural developments in contemporary society.
Following the editors' overview of Weber's typology,
the classical commentaries of H..H. Gerth, C. Wright
Mills, and Reinhard Bendix are presented.
Responding to these, a subsequent essay redefines
Weber's position and examines misinterpretations of
his original concept. The question of illegitimate
authority is considered, both in terms of specific
leaders who have abused power and of the
manufacture of charisma. Through case studies of
the movements of Calvinism, Hasidism, the
Unification Church, and modern Iran, the religious
face of charismatic leadership is investigated. The
falsification of charisma--the creation of superstars
by the media--is studied in connection with the
cynicism and impersonality that permeate our
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The complex causal connections between
charismatic leadership and social structure are
analyzed, using studies of successful and
unsuccessful charismatic leaders. Questions such
as why some leaders fail while others succeed, and
whether, or to what degree, social structure sets
limits on the impact of charisma are explored.
Particular emphasis is given to the structural and
cultural processes that lead nations in a democratic
or despotic-authoritarian direction.
Much of the writing on charisma focuses on specific
traits associated with exceptional leaders, a practice
that has broadened the concept of charisma to such
an extent that it loses its distinctiveness – and
therefore its utility. More particularly, the concept's
relevance to the study of social movements has not
moved beyond generalizations. The contributors to
this volume renew the debate on charismatic
leadership from a historical perspective and seek to
illuminate the concept's relevance to the study of
social movements. The case studies here include
such leaders as Mahatma Gandhi; the architect of
apartheid, Daniel F. Malan; the heroine of the
Spanish Civil War, Dolores Ibarruri (la pasionaria);
and Mao Zedong. These charismatic leaders were
not just professional politicians or administrators,
but sustained a strong symbiotic relationship with
their followers, one that stimulated devotion to the
leader and created a real group identity.
Populism is a central concept in the current media
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most political buzzwords, the term often floats from
one meaning to another, and both social scientists
and journalists use it to denote diverse phenomena.
What is populism really? Who are the populist
leaders? And what is the relationship between
populism and democracy? This book answers these
questions in a simple and persuasive way, offering a
swift guide to populism in theory and practice. Cas
Mudde and Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser present
populism as an ideology that divides society into
two antagonistic camps, the "pure people" versus
the "corrupt elite," and that privileges the general
will of the people above all else. They illustrate the
practical power of this ideology through a survey of
representative populist movements of the modern
era: European right-wing parties, left-wing
presidents in Latin America, and the Tea Party
movement in the United States. The authors delve
into the ambivalent personalities of charismatic
populist leaders such as Juan Domingo Péron, H.
Ross Perot, Jean-Marie le Pen, Silvio Berlusconi, and
Hugo Chávez. If the strong male leader embodies the
mainstream form of populism, many resolute
women, such as Eva Péron, Pauline Hanson, and
Sarah Palin, have also succeeded in building a
populist status, often by exploiting gendered notions
of society. Although populism is ultimately part of
democracy, populist movements constitute an
increasing challenge to democratic politics.
Comparing political trends across different
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as it turns the spotlight on the bewildering effect of
populism on today's political and social life.
Paradox and Power in Caring Leadership
Leadership and Social Change
Persuasion and Social Movements
Leadership at the Crossroads
Contemporary Perspectives
With essays and commentaries by David Levering Lewis,
Clayborne Carson, Steven F. Lawson, Nancy J. Weiss,
David J. Garrow, John Dittmer, Neil R. McMillen, Charles
V. Hamilton, Mark V. Tushnet, William H. Chafe, and J.
Mills Thornton III The Civil Rights Movement warrants
continuing and extensive examination. The six papers in
this collection, each supplemented by a follow-up
assessment, contribute to a clearer perception of what
caused and motivated the movement, of how it
functioned, of the changes that occurred within it, and of
its accomplishments and shortcomings. Its profound
effect upon modern America has so greatly changed
relations between the races that C. Vann Woodward has
called it the “second revolution.” In a limited space, the
eleven scholars range with a definitive view over a large
subject. Their papers analyze and emphasize the Civil
Rights Movement's important aspects: its origins and
causes, its strategies and tactics for accomplishing black
freedom, the creative tensions in its leadership, the
politics of the movement in the key state of Mississippi,
and the role of federal law and federal courts. In this
collection a scholarly balance is achieved for each paper
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By deepening the understanding of the Civil Rights
Movement, these essays underscore what has been
gained through struggle, as well as acknowledging the
goals that are yet to be attained.
Why is charisma so crucially important to today’s
corporations? And how might its misuse have been
responsible for bringing the world’s financial system
crashing to its knees? Charismatic Leadership: The role
of charisma in the global financial crisis provides a theorydriven and intuitively appealing analysis of the role that
charisma played in the global financial crisis of 2008. It
looks at how charismatic leadership can contribute to
organizational effectiveness, but also considers the
destructive potential of its darker side. It examines the
role of charisma in fuelling investor irrationality, and the
endogenous instability and boom-and-bust cycles that
characterize the markets. This book unites both
academic and practitioner-led approaches to produce a
text that is at once stimulating and informative. Expert
insights written by financial sector leaders in the ‘View
from the Markets’ sections, alongside mini case studies
and end-of-chapter questions, enable the reader to
consolidate key theoretical points covered in each
chapter. It will be of interest to advanced students and
scholars in the fields of leadership and organizational
studies, as well as professionals with a keen interest in
this area.
Haroro J. Ingram journeys through over a century of
history, from the Islamist modernists of the late-1800s
into the 21st century, in the first full length examination of
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radicalism and militancy. Exhaustively researched and
founded upon a suite of innovative multidisciplinary
paradigms, this book features case studies of Hassan alBanna, Sayyid Qutb, Abdullah Azzam, Osama Bin Laden
and Anwar al-Awlaki. At a micro-level, Ingram argues
that charismatic leaders act as vehicles for the evolution
of modern Islamist radicalism and militancy. At a macrolevel, he argues that the transformative charisma
phenomenon in Islamist radicalism and militancy
produces complex chains of charismatic leaders as
individual figures rise by leveraging, to varying degrees,
the charismatic capital of preceding charismatic leaders.
Within these case studies, Ingram offers new
approaches to understanding the nuances of these
complex phenomena; from his ideal-types of charismatic
leadership in Islamist militancy (spiritual guides,
charismatic leaders and neo-charismatic leaders) to his
framing of al-Qaeda as a ’charismatic adhocracy’. The
result is an authoritative analysis of a phenomenon
largely ignored by scholars of both charismatic
leadership and Islamism. Ultimately, this groundbreaking investigation offers important insights into the
complex nuances that drive the rise and evolution of not
only Islamist militancy but radical and militant groups
more broadly.
Dorothy Day died recently in New York City. With her
death, the Catholic Worker Movement lost the last of its
founders and leaders. In this insightful and welldocumented study, Aronica answers the question
whether and how the Movement has survived beyond
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leadership, the author converts the Catholic Worker
Movement into a test case for the classical analysis of
social organization. Through participant observation,
Aronica uncovers and explains the system of power and
authority, the process of incorporation and the services
provided to the poor by the Catholic Worker Movement.
The Movement's paper, the Catholic Worker, was used
to help provide a typology of membership categories.
The book is more than a study in the transformation of
charismatic leadership; it is also a study of the place of
radical social thought within American Catholicism.
Aronica shows the problems that the church structure
has with grass-roots activities. She also illustrates the
difficulty that a grass-roots organization has in
transforming itself into a functioning bureaucracy. The
book adds a new organizational dimension to the
growing number of books on social movements. It is well
suited for an audience interested in the sociology of
religion and for those concerned with a fruitful application
of modern ethnographic research to classical
frameworks.
The Radicalization of Change
Political Leadership, Nations and Charisma
Three Extraordinary People
Charismatic Leadership in Organizations
African American Women in the Struggle for Civil Rights

The Encyclopedia of Leadership brings
together for the first time everything
that is known and truly matters about
leadership as part of the human
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winning editorial team at Berkshire
Publishing Group, the Encyclopedia
includes hundreds of articles, written
by 280 leading scholars and experts
from 17 countries, exploring leadership
theories and leadership practice.
Entries and sidebars show leadership in
action - in corporations and state
houses, schools, churches, small
businesses, and nonprofit
organizations.
It is sometimes assumed that
fantasizing stands in contrast to
activism. This book, however, argues
that fantasy plays a central role in
social movements. Drawing on
psychoanalysis and psychosocial
theories, Fantasy and Social Movements
examines the relationships between
fantasy, reality, action, the
unconscious and the collective.
The Routledge International Handbook of
Charisma provides an unprecedented
multidimensional and multidisciplinary
comparative analysis of the phenomenon
of charisma – first defined by Max
Weber as the irrational bond between
deified leader and submissive follower.
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foundational theories and experiences
of charisma and of associated key
issues and themes. Contributors include
45 influential international scholars
who approach the topic from different
disciplinary perspectives and utilize
examples from an array of historical
and cultural settings. The Handbook
presents up-to-date, concise, thoughtprovoking, innovative, and informative
perspectives on charisma as it has been
expressed in the past and as it
continues to be manifested in the
contemporary world by leaders ranging
from shamans to presidents. It is
designed to be essential reading for
all students, researchers, and general
readers interested in achieving a
comprehensive understanding of the
power and potential of charismatic
authority in all its varieties,
subtleties, dynamics, and current and
potential directions.
Abstract: This collection of writings
provides a broad overview of leadership
theory, research, and practice.
"Classic" materials have been retained
and new works of major significance
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include: basic
History
concepts of leadership; styles of
leadership; leadership in complex
organizations; collaborative leadership
in work settings; leadership in
educational settings; community
leadership; social movement and
political leadership; and, a
psychoanalytic approach to charismatic
leadership.
The Age of Charisma
The Revolutionary Power of Ordinary Men
and Women
Beyond Charismatic Leadership
Self, Identity, and Social Movements
Revolutionary Constitutions
This book not only integrates the growing body
of research and theory on charismatic
leadership, but also pushes back the frontiers of
our knowledge by introducing new theories and
insights. The authors present a comprehensive
model of the charismatic leadership process.
The model is documented by extensive empirical
research and richly illustrated with case
examples of corporate leaders.
Political movements founded by charismatic
leaders are often considered ephemeral. Existing
literature argues that because they rest on
unmediated, emotional attachments between
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fade quickly after their leaders disappear or
transform into routinized parties. Yet,
charismatic movements around the world have
proven surprisingly resilient and have retained
their personalistic core. Focusing on Argentine
Peronism and Venezuelan Chavismo, this book
investigates the nature and trajectory of
charismatic movements from the perspectives of
both leaders and followers. Using interviews,
focus groups, and survey experiments, Caitlin
Andrews-Lee reveals that charismatic
movements can emerge, survive, and become
politically revived by sustaining - not discarding
- their personalistic character. Followers'
charismatic attachments to the movement
founder can develop into an enduring, deeply
affective political identity that successors can
reactivate under certain conditions by portraying
themselves as symbolic reincarnations of the
founder. Consequently, charismatic movements
can have lasting, deleterious effects on
democracy.
Over the past 75 years there has been a
tremendous amount of theoretical and empirical
research on group processes and intergroup
relations by scholars in various disciplines. The
Encyclopedia of Group Processes and
Intergroup Relations is a reflection of the
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distinct approaches. With approximately 300
entries, the two volumes of this encyclopedia
cover concepts ranging from conformity to
diversity and from small group interaction to
intergroup relations on a global scale. Key
Features Examines the major criteria used by
researchers to define groups Conveys what
behavioral scientists know and theorize about
how people think, feel, and act when responding
to ingroup and outgroup members Discusses
perspectives on what happens within groups and
between groups Key Themes Cognitions and
Feelings Conflict and Cooperation Within Groups
Group Decision Making Group Performance and
Problem Solving Group Structure Identity and
Self Influence and Persuasion Intergroup
Relations in Society Methodology Organizations
Theory Types of Groups and Subgroups
Volatile Social Movements and the Origins of
Terrorism: The Radicalization of Change, by
Christine Sixta Rinehart, concentrates on the
origins of terrorism and what causes social
movements to become terrorist organizations.
The scope of the book includes four terrorist
organizations: the Muslim Brotherhood, the ETA,
the FARC, and the LTTE.
Structure, Meaning, and Emotion
Volatile Social Movements and the Origins of
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The Blackwell Companion to Social Movements
Populism: A Very Short Introduction
The Civil Rights Movement in America

This book demonstrates how the modern relationship
between leaders and followers in America grew out of latenineteenth and early-twentieth century charismatic social
movements.
Why does it matter that our leaders care about us? What
might we reasonably expect from a caring leader, and what
price are we prepared to pay for it? Is caring leadership
something ‘soft’, or can it be linked to strategy and delivery?
International scholars from the fields of ancient and modern
philosophy, psychology, organization studies and leadership
development offer a strikingly original debate on what it
means for leaders to care.
Max Weber laid the foundations for the meaning of ‘charisma’
in modern secular usage. This new volume argues for the
importance of the ‘charismatic principle’ in history, economics
and society. This volume brings together a number of
contributors at the cross section between economics,
theology, sociology and politics in order to set a research
agenda for the following issues: What does it means to have
a ‘charism’? How does it work in society? How might one
distinguish a ‘charism’ from a talent? Are ‘charism’s given
only to "special" people, or are they also present in ordinary
people? Is a ‘charism’ necessarily associated with religion, or,
is it, as we submit, possible to imagine ‘charisms’ at work
within a secular perspective? Which are the principle
perspectives of the role of ‘charisms’ in social history? How
have the ‘charisms’ of noted personalities (e.g., Benedict,
Francis, Gandhi) changed economic and social history? What
insights might be drawn from ‘civil charisms’ such as the
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economy, and values-based organizations? This book seeks
to answer these questions through the employment of an
interdisciplinary perspective, which examines the theme of
the charismatic principle in social life in different fields of
application.
This is the 10th anniversary edition, we seek to update the
theoretical and empirical work and professional practice
issues associated with transformational and charismatic
leadership that have transpired over the past decade.
Encyclopedia of Leadership
Charismatic Leadership
The Charismatic Principle in Social Life
New York Catholic Women's Movement
Fantasy and Social Movements

How a preoccupation with charismatic leadership
in African American culture has influenced
literature from World War I to the present
Social movements continue to provide rich fodder
for social researchers in the twenty-first century.
This reader gives range and depth to ongoing
debates about what constitutes a social
movement, what motivates actors to participate
in social movements, and how social movements
continue to evolve in post-industrial societies
such as the United States. Not all social
movements are about positive social change and
some movements have been and will be
destructive. The nine essays contained in this
text represent classical movements such as the
Oneida utopian movement of nineteenth century
America and contemporary emerging movements
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authors examine movements that are attempting
to revitalize American health care and religious
practice along with movements that are counter
to social justice such as the white supremacist
movement. Was Jonestown a cult or social
movement? How does a charismatic leader such
as John Humphrey Noyes sell the notion of
selective breeding to Oneida communitarians?
What is motivating people to participate in the
contemporary communal movement in the United
States? Such questions are fundamental to our
understanding of the emergence and
sustainability of social movements. This reader
provides authoritative answers to these questions
and many more as well as providing a basis for
further thought and discussion among students
of social movements. While this volume does not
attempt to present a unified theory of social
movements, the authors apply different
theoretical approaches to their explanation of the
movements they write about. Authors represent
various disciplines such as anthropology,
education, and sociology and specialty areas such
as criminal justice, immigration, and religion.
This multidisciplinary approach adds to the
appeal of this reader; with the goal of
accessibility to a wide range of audiences who are
interested in social movement phenomena, both
past and present.
"A valuable compendium: broad In scope, rich In
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students and teachers." This is how Alex Inkeles
of Stanford University described this text. It is
made more so in this paperback edition aimed to
reach a broad student population in sociology
and psychology. The new Introduction written by
Rosenberg and Turner brings the story of social
psychology up to date by a rich and detailed
examination of trends and tendencies of the
1980s. Although social psychology is a major area
of specialization in sociology and psychology, this
text Is the first comprehensive and authoritative
work that looks at the subject from a sociological
perspective. Edited by two of the foremost social
psychologists in the United States, this book
presents a synthesis of the major theoretical and
empirical contributions of social psychology.
They treat both traditional topics such as
symbolic interaction, social exchange theory,
small groups, social roles, and intergroup
relations, and newer approaches such as
socialization processes over the life cycle,
sociology of the self, talk and social control, and
the sociology of sentiments and emotions. The
result is an absolutely Indispensable text for
students and teachers who need a complete and
ready reference to this burgeoning field.
This ground-breaking and innovative book
examines the influence of charisma on power,
authority and nationalism. The authors both
apply and challenge Max Weber’s concept of
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discussion of other theoretical models. Using an
interdisciplinary approach, leading international
scholars draw on a diverse range of cases to
analyse charisma in benign and malignant
leaderships, as well as the relationship between
the cult of the leader, the adulation of the masses
and the extension of individual authority beyond
sheer power. They discuss idiosyncratic authority
and oratory, and they address how political,
social and regional variations help explain
concepts and policies which helped forge and
reformulate nations, national identities and
movements. The chapters on particular
charismatic leaders cover Abraham Lincoln,
Kemal Atatürk, Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini,
Gamal Nasser, Jörg Haider and Nelson Mandela.
Political Leadership, Nations and Charisma will
appeal to readers who are interested in history,
sociology, political communication and
nationalism studies.
Charismatic Leadership and Social Movements
The New York Catholic Worker Movement
Charisma and Leadership in Organizations
The Road Ahead
Intro To Social Movements
This landmark volume brings together some of the titans
of social movement theory in a grand reassessment of its
status. For some time, the field has been divided between
a dominant structural approach and a cultural or
constructivist tradition.. The gaps and misunderstandings
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them--closely parallel those in the social sciences at
large. This book aims to further the dialogue between
these two distinct approaches to social movements and
to show the broader implications for social science as a
whole as it struggles with issues including culture,
emotion, and agency. Visit our website for sample
chapters!
Transformational and Charismatic Leadership
Charisma and the Fictions of Black Leadership
Rethinking Social Movements
Argentine Peronism and Venezuelan Chavismo
How Long? How Long? : African American Women in the
Struggle for Civil Rights
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